Windstone Partners Strive for Timeless, Classic Look
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In a time when so many of our goods are made overseas, it’s nice to be reminded of brands that sell high-quality bathroom products made here in the USA. If you’re in the patriotic spirit, or just want to support an American business, below are companies that celebrate the unparalleled design, craftsmanship, and ingenuity that are alive and well in America today.

Traditional tubs can pose accessibility issues that are avoided entirely by zero-entry showers. QuickDrain USA makes it simple to convert a tub to a walk-in shower with their ShowerLine system. With a highly efficient PVC drain body, the ShowerLine system creates a high-end look at a reasonable price and with no-hassle installation. Created with pre-sloped shower panels made from 100% repurposed materials, ShowerLine offers fast-and-easy retrofit solutions for home and hospitality settings. It’s perfect for a bathroom remodel to add a roll-in shower for maximum accessibility. The system offers an array of design options with nearly any finish or flooring material and provides a clean, modern look. As an ADA-compliant design, ShowerLine systems are available in six standard sizes and four outlet configurations.

MTI Baths’ stylish new wall sink was designed for compact bathrooms, as well as for accessibility installations. The Metropolis can be installed at ADA compliant heights, and the open space around it makes navigation with a walker or wheelchair much easier. Featuring a streamlined design that delivers a strong architectural presence, the Metropolis measures 51.75” long x 20” deep x 4.5” high, providing plenty of space for toiletries and a deck mount faucet. As part of MTI’s renowned Boutique Collection, the new wall-mount sink is constructed using MTI’s proprietary SculptureStone® material that is approximately 75% organic materials and 100% solid throughout. The non-porous surface is extremely durable, resistant to stains and scratches, and is easy to clean and maintain. Metropolis is available in white or biscuit in both matte and a hand-polished deep gloss finish. The exterior height of the sink is fixed to conceal the bottom of the bowl and overflow plumbing. An integrated overflow and 1” carrier arms are included.

Like all designs from The Furniture Guild, the new Paxton vanity is built to heirloom quality standards and made to individual order. The wall-mounted masterpiece features a signature metal frame that runs around the sides and each drawer, cleverly drawing the eye to the vanity’s elegant profile while adding a bit of definition and contrast. Available in 25 standard size configurations, it boasts two large working drawers that provide ample storage for daily necessities. An array of metal finishes and more than 50 options for the insert panels help to create a final look that is truly unique. Wood grain textures run horizontally across the front and sides for a smooth visual appearance. Interior options include elegant walnut drawers with glass dividers, glass jar inserts and integrated power/USB outlets.